In cases of fractured thigh or hip disease, with long splint and extension, the parts most likely to get sore are the hip bone, ankle, and heel, through pressure of splint or bed; knee and ankles through strapping chafing; and space above heel over tendon Achilles, through strapping or bandage cutting.
To prevent all these I should, before bandaging on the splint, place two long pads, not too thick, one reaching from the armpit to waist, and another from just below the knee to above the ankle; these will take all pressure from sides. When bandaging I should begin well above the ankle, this will leave the ankles and the space above heel free. If a foot bandage is considered necessary, put a separate one on after, which can be removed daily and ihe heel, ankles, and space above the heel properly lathered, spirited, and powdered. This will not interfere with the limb.
To prevent chafing, a piece of boric lint over the knee and ankle before applying extension will keep those parts perfectly smooth.
To raise the heel from a bed do not put the small pad above heel, this only removes the pressure from one part to another, as small ankle pads also do, but put another long pad, fairly wide (or, better still, a smoothly-folded towel), under the leg and splint from below-the knee to above the heel. This will keep the heel up and will not put any undue pressure on any spot.
With many years' experience as a surgical sister such cases treated this way have never developed a sore.
The strapping used to fix extension should be two long narrow strips, commenced at top of extension, crossing each other diagonally about three times down the leg. These keep quite firm and do not cut the leg through the constant pulling of the weight as pieces put straight round are apt to do. " Janet." Second Prize.
The long splint should be evenly padded, the pad being made of tow and larger than the splint, all pressure avoided from bony prominences, especially those in the heels and ankles, by placing in between the bone and the splint a circular hollow pad made of cotton-wool lined over with a bandage where the prominent part of bone should rest off the splint. It is no use applying a lump of wool where discomfort is felt by the pressure, but the only thing is to take the splint off and adjusfta ring pad where the pain is.
The bandages should not be applied too tightly, as to interfere with circulation, for it may cause swelling, followed by gangrene.
No bandage should be put under the splint and reversing not done on the limb where creases and fold might hurt.
Wedge-shaped pads are very useful when neatly fitted to fill up a hollow space between the limb and the splint.
Finally the foot of the bed is raised up on blocks to prevent the swelling of limb. " Cantharides."
Defects of the Papers.
The papers are not good this month. Enough intelligent thought has not been given to the subject, with the result that the candidates lay great stress upon a single point, and omit to consider that there are others of equal importance. "Janet" and "Cantharides" win the two prizes, because among a very mediocre collection of papers they are, on the whole, the best. " Janet " takes a more general view of the subject, she therefore takes the first prize. She notices the danger of splint-sore on the outside of the knee, of which danger very few candidates take sufficient heed. Her remarks about raising the heel from the bed are sound. " Cantharides " gains the second prize, because she sees that to cram a piece of wool in when a patient complains of pressure is only to increase that pressure, and double the original evilThe only possible way to avoid pressure-sores from splints is to provide a slight hollow for every bony prominence. I should like to see evidence of more practical common sense in the arrangement of the stirrup for extension; very little is said by the candidates on this, and it is of primary importance. ?'Rose " alone advises a hole in each side of the stirrup over the ankle-bones?most important and useful?but there are other precautions that might be taken ; and I hope when the question is put again that it will produce better answers.
Honourable Mention. This is gained by " Rose " and " Fen."
Question for May. In nursing a patient with brain disease or injury, from whom it is necessary to keep all light and noise, how would you arrange the lamp and light from the fire at night, and how would you avoid any noise in keeping up the fire ?
Rules.
The competition is open to all. Answers must not exceed 500 words, and must be written on one side of the paper only, without divisions, head lines, or marginal notes. The pseudonym, as well as the proper name and address, must be written on the sa??ie paper, and not on a separate sheet. Papers may be sent in for 15 days only from the day of the publication of the question. All illustrations strictly prohibited. Failure to comply with these rules will disqualify the candidate for competition. Prizes will be awarded for the best two answers. Papers to be sent to " The Editor," with " Examination " written on the left-hand corner of the envelope.
In addition to two prizes honourable mention cards will be awarded to those who have sent in exceptionally good papers.
N.B.?The decision of the Examiner is final, and no correspondence on the subject can be entertained.
Any competitor having gained three prizes within the current year shall be disqualified from taking another until 12 months shall have expired since the first prize was gained.
Evct'\'bo5\)'s ?pinion.
HOSPITAL LETTERS.
Miss Young writes from Bamburgh Vicarage, Norwich: Can you, through The Hospital, let its readers know that I have a few hospital letters to give away ; I have more than we require just now for our own parish, and some parish not so well off for subscribers to these charities as we are may be thankful of the help. I 
